We’re changing the way we
use school
grounds!
Our Vision

We want our school grounds to be inspiring spaces that are safe and inclusive and improve wellbeing. They should
provide diversity in learning experiences and play opportunities and promote social and environmental
responsibility.

“If children don’t grow up
KNOWING about nature and
APPRECIATING it, they will not
UNDERSTAND it, and if they don’t understand it, they won’t
PROTECT it, and if they don’t protect it,
WHO WILL?”
Conserving Wonder with Sir David Attenborough

It’s about learning and play
Key components for our school grounds
Child’s right to play (UN Convention on the Rights of the Child)
Develops physical, cognitive, emotional and social skills
Behaviour that is intrinsically motivated
The universal language of childhood
Behaviour that is personally directed
A fundamental part of childhood
Essential to children’s wellbeing
Behaviour that is freely chosen
SAFE
Healthy development
School play policy
Physical activity

Learning

Environments that have educational value
School’s Quality Improvement Plan
Whole school approach
Environmental learning
Collaborative learning
Experiential learning
Physical education
Informal learning
Outdoor learning
Formal learning
Physical activity

Diversity

Play
Changes in height
Diverse range of plantings
Flexibility and variety in the spaces and uses
Providing a variety of learning and play
experiences
Sensory elements: variety of textures, scents,
things to see and hear

Community
Lets and events
Community links
Community access
Organisation involvement
Inclusive and accessible design
School community: peer interaction
School community: parent and child

Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get
Get

outside
muddy
learning
into it
imaginative
wild
practical
playful
hands on
creative
fresh air
active

playgrounds@edinburgh.gov.uk
www.futureschoolsedinburgh.com
@futureschoolsed

So, what are we
talking about?

We think a good quality outdoor space involves 5 key components.
Those linked to PLAY, LEARNING and to exploring the opportunities within the local COMMUNITY.
With DIVERSITY and variety of all these things being central to providing a range of opportunities.
And all of this within a SAFE environment.

Nature

Microhabitats

Diversity

Something to tie onto
Loose Parts

Here are some
elements you
can add to
your school
grounds that
allow a
variety of
learning and
play
opportunities

Outdoor shelter

Water
Sensory elements

Allotment
Story Circle

Nooks

Sand

Mud

Different heights

Quiet places to sit

Learning
‘How effectively are learners using a
range of resources including outdoor
spaces and community resources to
support their learning?’

HGIOS 4 states that outdoor spaces should
be used effectively to support learning and
that learners should have access to
outdoor learning.

Play

‘How well do we use our community
and spaces to deliver high - quality
outdoor learning?’

“ACTIVE PLAY isn’t just important
for providing aerobic exercise. It’s
also crucial for developing physical
literacy”

“It’s often assumed that SECONDARY
PUPILS no longer want to play.
Observations and focus groups
suggest this is not the case”

Community

“CHILD-LED FREE PLAY unleashes
and stretches children’s natural
creativity.”
GfL /Learning through landscapes: the good school
playground guide

The image shows play types, examples and features that enable these types of
play, to be considered when thinking about how children use school grounds.

The image shows some of the learning opportunities in the outdoor classroom.

Playgrounds that promote GIRFEC’s wellbeing indicators
SAFE: providing a safe environment
HEALTHY: improving physical and mental health
ACHIEVING: developing skills and confidence
ACTIVE: creating opportunities for play, recreation and sport
RESPECTED: having a say
RESPONSIBLE: playing an active role
INCLUDED: allowing everyone to take part and have fun

“The HSE fully recognises that play brings the world to life for children. It provides for an exploration and
understanding of their abilities; helps them to learn and develop; and exposes them to the realities of the
world in which they will live, which is a world not free from risk but rather one where risk is ever present.
The opportunity for play develops a child’s risk awareness and prepares them for their future lives.”

Health & Safety Executive, 2012

AROUND AND INBETWEEN THE BEHAVIOURAL SETTINGS

OPEN SPACE

PATHWAYS
To link all the areas for natural and free flow movement between the behavioural settings
Low maintenance surface to keep well defined and weed free
Could be stepping stones with numbers on (use in numeracy)
Could be colourful wet pour
Flexible pathways - children making their own paths through long grass areas then letting them regrow
Consider
strategic placing / design for high impact footfall to avoid early wear and tear of surrounding surfaces.
Designated paths will be wheelchair accessible.
GRASS
Meadow planting.
Leave areas of grass uncut in between spaces and let nature thrive.
Consider maintenance strategy with Facilities Management team.
DIFFERENT LEVELS OF HEIGHT
Providing the opportunity to look out over an open area.
Dips and multiple mounds or landscaped slopes.
Consider
Avoid route becoming a desire line causing wear and tear by high volume footfall.
Hills require a solution to avoid wear and tear or turning into mud.
SEATING
Provide a variety of seating areas that are comfortable and inviting to encourage social activity
Consider adult needs for outdoor grounds use and supervision as well as children’s use.
NATURAL BOUNDARIES
Plantings that provide multiple uses and learning opportunities such as edible hedges, trees and planters

SOCIAL AREA
Seating in multiple
locations
Creating a sense of
privacy
Willow structures
Sheds / huts

GROUP GATHERING AREA

Flat surface: e.g.
tarmac, wet pour,
grass
Option to draw
own graphics
Defined spaces
to separate ball
games and other
games

Seating
Platform / stage
Informal seating like a mound
Place to present / display

Social areas

Sensory Zone

Natural learning area
Wild gardens

Open space

Group
gathering area

Water area
Enclosed /
quiet area

Active play area

Area with loose
materials

ENCLOSED AREA

Growing garden

A small, secure safe
area for pupils who
don’t like wide open
spaces

ACTIVE PLAY AREA

A space allowing for
physically active play /
sports

AREA WITH LOOSE MATERIALS
Loose parts
Storage
Wet weather drying area
Tyres
Sandpit with cover (multi-use)

WATER AREA

Water tubs
Fish
Pond
Irrigation system
(for gardens)
Puddle pond
Tap
Water pump

Group
gathering
area

Visual representation of diversity of behavioural settings

GROWING GARDEN
Vegetable garden
Green technology
Ornamental plants
Compost bin
a mini-orchard

Natural
learning
area

Open space
“We need to provide our children with natural
settings in which to play, learn, and thrive.
We need to help them form emotional bonds
with the abounding beauty of flowers and
trees, rivers and streams, critters
and clouds. We need them to be fascinated
by these things, to grow into close and
careful observers of the world around them,
to feel not only appreciative but protective,
and to be prepared to live their lives
accordingly.”
Howard Frumkin, M.D., Dr.P.H, Dean, University of
Washington School of Public Health

How might
this look?

Area with loose
materials
Growing
garden
Water
area

Social
areas

NATURAL
LEARNING AREA

Trees (woodland) if
possible
Plants, grass
Campfire area
Mud kitchen

Wild
gardens

WILD GARDEN
micro-habitats:
deadwood
stumpery
bee/bug hotels
Bird feeders / houses
Grasses of different
heights

Ideas from
our schools

Pond at Trinity Primary

Sandpit and decking at
Corstorphine Primary

Chickens at Trinity Primary

STOP! It’s safety

School farm at Canal View Primary

ANY changes to school grounds need to be checked by the playgrounds team who will give advice on
suitability. Contact them with your ideas playgrounds@edinburgh.gov.uk

